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I Drank Dino Pee! 
Have you ever wondered if the water you drink could be from a 
river or an ocean? If you have studied the water cycle, you might 
have. Water will evaporate, or float up into the sky, in teeny tiny 
droplets. Then, it will be time for condensation, which is the 
transformation of an evaporated water droplet to a cloud. 

Wait a moment, does that mean that clouds are made of water? 
Oh. I thought that clouds were made of marshmallows. Maybe 
they are made of marshmallows somewhere else, like Africa? Oh. 
My editor says no. 

Thank you, editor. 

Okay, back to the water cycle. After water condensates, it goes 
through precipitation. Which means that the water from the 
clouds falls down to the ground. You have seen this before. When 
the water falls to the ground, it can be rain. Or snow. Or sleet or 
hail or fog. Then, the water sinks into the ground, or runs off of  
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What about 
December? 

Dear News N’ Stuff readers, 
Did you notice there wasn't  
December newspaper? 
Unfortunately, we encountered 
a problem with printing- we just 
couldn't print! We tried as hard 
as we could to get the news out 
to you, but decided that it 
would be better just to print the 
January edition instead. Sorry 
for the inconvenience!

Shout Out! 

In this new section of our 
newspaper, you can give a 
friend or teacher credit for 
showing the HoWLs! Did your 
teacher teach you a trick to help 
you with your math homework? 
Did your friend take you to the 
office when you fell down? Write 
your name on a piece of paper, 
along with this sentence: 

I nominate (insert name here) to 
be in the Shout Out! section of 
News N’ Stuff because (tell why 
you nominate them here).


Then add their grade, and send 
it to locker #203. We will put 
them in the newspaper. Go, City 
View HoWLers!!! 
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(I DRANK DINO PEE! CONTINUED) the surface of land. The trees 
open their pores(a kind of crack on your skin, or on a leaf) and let 
out all of their extra water-just like the evaporation stage, but 
with trees. This is called transpiration. No marshmallows 
involved. 

So how is it that you could have drank dino pee? Well, if the dino 
drinks water, then walks around the forest for a while, he 
eventually has to stop at a 7-11 for a bathroom break and a 
slurpee. 

Sorry, what did you say, editor? What do you mean? Of course 
dinos drink slurpees! And everyone knows that they love 7-11s! 
Oh. Really? Hmm. Okay. Sorry guys, but my editor just told me 
that 7-11s were not around when dinos lived. I feel really bad for 
the Tyrannosaurus Rex. I think that he would have really liked 
pizza and slurpees, too! Anyways, if the dino goes on the ground, 
then the plants might think it is water and drink it using their 
roots(why aren't trees normal and drink using straws like us?). 
When the trees go through transpiration (which is when they 
open their pores to release water), the dino pee evaporates with 
the other water molecules the plant absorbed, then it goes 
through condensation (the part where it turns into a cloud, 
remember?), then it precipitates (as snow, rain, hail, sleet, etc.). 
But don’t worry, by now most of the germs are gone. Then, we 

collect rainwater, filter it, then drink it.* That water-and dino 
pee-eventually comes out of the facet at school, home, or even    
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         Hello, students and teachers! 
Welcome to the new section of 
News N’ Stuff! The Take my 
Advice!  Section of our newspaper 
is for you to ask for help or advice.  

How can I get help? 

 Okay, here’s how. Take a piece 
of paper or an index card. Write 
your name and grade on the top. 
Then, write your question that you 
have for us. Turn it into the 
Comment Card Drop Box area 
near the place you pick up your 
newspaper. We will put it in our 
newspaper(without your name on 
it!), and one of the editors, writers, 
or crew members of News N’ Stuff 
will respond to you. If you write on 
your paper that you would not like 
it to be printed, that’s okay. We will 
still respond to you!  

What kinds of questions can I ask?
 Here are a few examples:   

✦ How can I not forget my 
homework? 

✦ Why does my dog seem so sad? 
✦ I always try to not shout out in 

class, but it is hard for me. How 
can I stop blurting out when I 
am not supposed to talk? 

✦ I love school, but don't like 
math. How can I love math 
more? 

I feel like I might want more of a 
challenge in math. How can I get a 
challenge? 

If you would like, you can even ask 
one of these questions to see the 
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(I DRANK DINO PEE! CONTINUED) the store. 

So, if a dino did happen to pee, and the pee did happen to get absorbed by plant roots, and we happened 
to collect and filter and clean the dino pee, then you might have drank dino pee. It also could have been in 
the snowman you made over the weekend. Maybe. But it is still a kind of small possibility. 

*NEVER drink untreated water. You can get really sick. I mean it. It is not fun. 

Paper Recycle VS Plastic Waste  

When you went to the store last, did you get any bags? If so, were they plastic or paper? Did you think 
about what choice would be best for the Earth and our community? If so, you are on the right track to 
keeping our Earth healthier and happier longer. 

A while ago, I brought a petition to school to see if I could get people to stop cutting down trees because 
I did not like how we were clear cutting old growth forests. Ms. Tonya Mauk, the old Math and Science 
teacher, asked me what was better for the Earth: plastic or paper. I replied, “Paper, of course. Plastic is on 
the Earth forever, while you can recycle paper.” 

This got me thinking. If paper is a better choice, then we should use it instead of plastic-or use nothing if 
we can. Plastic will stay on the earth forever-until it is burned (but then it becomes smog, which is 
seriously just like Dr. Seuss’s smog in the book and movie, The Lorax). Paper, however, can be blended up, 
then dried, and used to create more paper substances. So even though cutting trees down might be sad, it 
also might be the better decision for our environment. Here is a fun experiment to try at home to see 
how recycled paper can be an awesome alternative to plastic!

 How to make your own paper: 
You will need the following items and equipment in order to do this awesome science project. 

✦ A blender  
✦ One new roll of toilet paper 
✦ A small fan 
✦ A measuring cup 
✦ Water 
✦ A parent(and their full attention) 
✦ A baking pin/roller 
✦ Two mesh sheets 
✦ Plenty of paper towels 
✦ Glitter(optional) 
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Okay. Do you have your adult with you? Do you have everything else? Perfect. Now let’s get started!
Step 1: Put 25 toilet paper squares in the blender with 1 cup of water. If you would like to add glitter to 
make your paper shine, add some now. You probably need to add quite a bit, so have an adult help you out.
 Step 2: Have an adult help you put the top of the blender on. Then have your adult helper blend the 
paper-water combo until it looks like milk. Or milk with glitter in it, if you added glitter. 
Step 3: Set a lot of paper towels on a table. You are going to need a lot, so have an adult help you.  Put 
one of the mesh sheets down on the paper towels. 
Step 4: Have an adult pour your paper mix from the blender onto the mesh sheet on the paper towels. 
Remember, this experiment is messy, so you may want some wet paper towels ready to go. 
Step 5: Put the second mesh sheet on top of the mixture. Now, you should have the mesh on the mix, the 
mix on the first sheet of mesh, and the first sheet of mesh on the paper towels. 
Step 6: Poll the baking pin over the top of the mesh sheet. This will make your paper thin and easy to 
dry. 
Step 7: Place a small fan next to your thin, paper mix. Turn the fan on medium, or have an adult help you. 
The fan will make your paper dry faster. 
Step 8: When your paper is dry, have an adult double check. The gently peel off the top sheet of 
mesh.Then peel off the bottom sheet of mesh. 
Step 9: If you would like to, trim the edges of your paper so it looks super professional. 
Step 10: Ta-daaa!!! You have made your own paper! Nice job!

Congratulations on your very own paper!You have done a terrific job, and deserve a break. Maybe 
you could use it to draw and enter our January Artists! contest to win mechanical pencils! Tell your friends 
about News N’ Stuff, how to make paper, and how choosing paper or nothing matters. Have an awesome 
rest of your winter, and look forward to one of the next Hot Topics: Plastic Effects: Prevent the Disaster!
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The Coolest Website on the Web! 

What is better than a hard copy of good ol’ News N’ Stuff? Being able to access your news wherever 
you go! Our tech officials are setting up a News N’ Stuff website so you can get even the earliest 
news! We will have copies of each edition available, but the website in not quite finished yet. Check 
it out at https://www.sites.google.com/site/nwsnstff/ to see their hard work so far. Leave a comment 
or question at locker #203 for details. Hopefully the site will be up and running by April!
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Brainy Gamey: 
This new section in our news will have plenty of fun games to 
wake up your brain! Perfect for a fun activity, follow the 
instructions to rock each one!  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Contest of the Month: 

 Welcome to one of the most read 
parts of the newspaper: The 
CONTEST OF THE MONTH! 
 Before we begin, let us give credit 
to all of the participants in our 
November Thanks!  contest. Here 
they are: 
Memphis, ? grade 
Sydney, 3rd grade 
Robin, 3rd grade 
Crewe, 3rd grade 
Parker, 3rd grade 
Eli, 3rd grade 
 Thank you for all of your hard 
work. The winner is Robin of the 3rd 
grade!!! There is what she is thankful 
for: 
 I am thankful for life on Earth 
because everyone needs a friend 
sometimes. Life on Earth makes it 
special and unique. Sure there might 
be future life on Mars, but Earth will 
always be different even if there is 
life on Mars. Even if Jupiter turns 
blue and green the Earth will always 
be the same.  
 Here are the rules for January 
Artists! 
Kindergarten: write your name and 
what grade you are in at the top of a 
paper. Then draw a picture or write a 
poem about winter. 
First grade: write your name and 
your grade at the top of a paper. 
Then draw a picture or write a poem 
about winter. 
Second grade: write your name and 
your grade at the top of a paper. 
Then draw a picture or write a poem 
about winter. 
Third grade: write your name and 
the date at the top of a paper. Then 
draw a picture or write a poem 
about winter. 
Fourth grade: write your name and 
the date at the top of a paper. Then 
draw a picture or write a poem 
about winter. 

NEWS N’ STUFF CROSSWORD PUZZLE 

Use the list of words to complete the puzzle. Look in the newspaper for the 
words. EXAMPLE: look in the Contest of the Month section to figure out 
the winner of the November         Thanks! contest. 
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CITY  VIEW WORD SEARCH: 

Using the list of words, look in the word search to find words 
often spoken at City View! The words can be horizontal or 
vertical, but not diagonal. Good luck!
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Contest of the Month: 

(continued from previous page)

Fifth grade: write your name and 
your grade at the top of a paper. 
Then draw a picture or write a poem 
about winter. 
Sixth grade: write your name and 
your grade at the top of a paper. 
Then draw a picture or write a poem 
about winter. 
Seventh grade: write your name and 
grade at the top of a paper. Then 
draw a picture or write a poem 
about winter. 
Eighth grade: write your name and 
your grade at the top of a paper. 
Then draw a picture or write a poem 
about winter. 
 The prize is a set of mechanical 
pencils! 
 If you would like to get extra credit 
(and a better chance at winning), try 
to write/draw in really nice 
handwriting, write the required 
amount or more, and write your 
name and grade. If you do not write 
what is required, your paper will not 
be entered in the contest.  
 Good luck to all of our City View 
Charter School contestants! 

  

  

Find the following words in the puzzle: News N’ Stuff Credits: 
Amiah Jared, Ethan Aguilar-Leyva, 
Ian Day, Sarah Schmidt, Joneya 
Kinyaani, Tenzin St.Claire King, 
Joshua Schlappie, and Logan 
Peoples
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